Jigs (2 of 5)

Donnybrook Fair

Dusty Windowsills

Fig for a Kiss

Gallagher's Frolics

Garrett Barry's

Geese in the Bog

The Great Divide

The Hag with the Money

Haste to the Wedding

Haunted House

Health to the Ladies

The High Part of the Road

Humours of Ennistymon

Humours of Glendart
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Jigs (3 of 5)

Jerry Beaver's Hat

Jim Ward's Jig

Joe Cooley's Delight

Kerrigan’s Jig

Kesh

Kid on the Mountain

Kilfenora (Paddy's Return)

Killavil

Lark in the Morning

Leitrim Fancy

Lilting Banshee

Lilting Fisherman

Maid on the Green

Morrison's
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Jigs  (4 of 5)

My Darling Asleep

Off She Goes

Old Favourite
(Club Ceili)

Out on the Ocean

Pay The Reckoning

Planxty Irwin

Queen of the Fair

Rambling Pitchfork

Rose in the Heather

Saddle The Pony

Shannon Breeze

Sheep in the Boat

Ships in Full Sail
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Jigs  (5 of 5)

Sixpenny Money

Strike the Gay Harp

Swallowtail Jig

Tenpenny Bit

The Fox-Hunter

Tobin's Favourite

Tripping up the Stairs

Wandering Minstrel
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